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• Snowstorms are dangerous meteorological phenomena. Intensive snowstorms can
form snow deposits blocking transport routes. The snowstorm sweeps the snow
from the fields, condemning them to desiccation.

• The studying and physical modeling of the snowstorms is important for territories
with a long duration of the cold period. For example, in European Russia, the
duration of snowstorms averages about 30 days a winter.

• Snow drift in the mountain regions leads to the accumulation of a large additional
volume of snow, which in many cases leads to the activation of snow avalanches.

• Modeling the snowstorms processes will help improve the quality of the numerical
description of the lower atmosphere layer in hydrodynamic models.

What is interesting in snowstorms? A snowstorm is the transfer of snow over the surface of
the earth by the wind. There are two main types of snowstorms:
1) general snowstorm - snow falling with a strong wind
(blowing snow and snow);

2) blowing snow - lifting snow from the ground to a
height of several meters by a wind

The blowing snow is a two-phase flow consisting of a solid phase (snow particles) and air.
The main processes in the snowstorms:

Wind speed (10 m) changind

Solid phase appearance in the air increases its
density, which leads to atmospheric
stratification increasing. So, the wind speed
grows faster with height.
According to observations

The blowing snow influence on the
air temperature decrease
1. Saltation - an abrupt movement
particles in the lower layer (up to 1 m)
3. Sublimation transition
snow in steam

2.Diffusion of snow particlesthe rise of snow particles to a
height of several meters (from
1m to 300m, an average of 10m)

Snowstorm continuance, hours
Wind speed changes in snowstorm with respect to the
value at the time of the blizzard beginning

blowing snow
from the surface

4. Accumulation - subsidence of snow
particles on the surface

In snowstorms, evaporation increases.
Evaporation of snow in snowstorms requires
additional heat, which leads to a decrease in
air temperature.
Temperature (2 m) changind

The blowing snow influence on the
wind speed increasing

According to observations

Snowstorm continuance, hours

Air temperature changes in snowstorm with respect to
the value at the time of the blizzard beginning

To forecast snowstorms, it is necessary to describe the specified physical processes.
We created a blowing snow parametrization that takes into account these processes.
Process
Saltation
(Snow exchange with the surface)
Diffusion
(Appearance of suspended particles)
Sublimation
(Heat input increase)
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Will there be a snowstorm? We must determine the criteria for the blowing snow beginning
Wind speed at 10m (U10, m/s)> wind speed threshold (Uth, m/s)
Air temperature (T) below 0
Uth=a+b(T+c)²

Accumulation
(Formation of snow drifts)

s

Snow cover

s

k - Karman constant, V ↓ - settling velocity of the particles (m / s), u * - dynamic velocity, ρs and ρa is the snow density and air, respectively (kg / m³), uHs is the wind speed at the saltation level (Hs, m), H¯ is the heat cost for sublimation (1570 kJ / kg), Ha, Hs - the
heat capacity of air (1.015 kJ / kg * K) and snow (2.060 kJ / kg * K), respectively, Ma, Ms - the mass of air and snow of snow, respectively, r – radius of snow particle (m), e - water vapor pressure (mb), Qr - radiation coming to the particle (W).

Criteria for the blowing
snow beginning
Input data from hydrodynamic
model (for example WRF-ARW):

BLOWING SNOW
Evaporation rate of
snow particles

• wind speed components at 10m,
Calculation of "preparatory“
• air temperature and
characteristics
relative humidity of 2 m,
• friction velocity,
•atmosphere pressure,
Concentrationof
• height and density of surface snow,
snow particles
• the flux of incoming shortwave radiation

Forecast of the snow particles concentration
in snowstorms (kg/m³)

Blowing snow effect

Change of surface
snow characteristics
(height, density )
Change of air
characteristics
(visibility, velocity,
temperature, density

Forecast of the meteorological visibility
in snowstorms (m)

We checked the quality of our parameterization. For verification, we chose the Canada region, January 2013.
Quality of blowing snow forecast
(average by 10 stations and by time)
Total Accuracy

93%

Probability of detection

71%

Probability of absence

95%

Hits to observed snowstorms ratio (H-OY)

71%

Data from the Canadian meteorological
network (10 stations, blue dots on the
map) were used to verify forecasts.

Average errors of wind speed forecast in the snowstorm periods
(mean and dispersion). For example, we give two stations
Regina station
MEAN

DISP

Only hydrodynamic model (WRF)

3.6

2.8

WRF and Blowing snow parameterization

2.4

3.7

Correct negative to observed no snowstorms ratio

95%

Peirce`s skill score

0.61

ETS

0.67

Only hydrodynamic model (WRF)

5.1

1.5

Amount of probability of detection and H-OY

142%

WRF and Blowing snow parameterization

1.3

0.3

Gillam station

Results of our work
So, our parameterization takes into account all the basic physical mechanisms of dynamics and evaporation snow particles. Snow particles concentration,
wind speed, air temperature, meteorological visibility, air density, change in snow depth (during blowing snow) are calculated.
Using of parametrization improves the prediction of wind speed in snowstorms periods.
This work was supported by the RFBR (Russian Foundation for Basic Research) under grant A 16-05-00822.

Plans for further work
It is planned to test the blowing snow forecast in the operative practice. It is planned to introduce parametrization
of blowing snow into a hydrodynamic model with two-way interaction.
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